AstronSCIENTIFIC offers a Pro-Am automatic 4 port
wheel for Optics & Imaging, Rotarion CAM SC kit.
The patented Rotarion plus the Rotarion Cam SC kit accessory, a universal motorized remote wheel for exchanging
optics and imaging devices of any kind, for observatory or field portable telescopes, manufactured in Barcelona – EU.
The modular platform Rotarion Eyepiece Wheel base
product is a universal automatic electronic system for
changing eyepieces on telescopes of any kind, either
controlled remotely with a computer, through a userfriendly windows software named Rotarion Remote
Control or controlled locally with the Rotarion Hand
Control unit.
The modular platform Rotarion is equipped with
electronics to precisely manage the automatic change of
optics, aligning the selected eyepiece with the optical
axis of the telescope.

Rotarion + Rotarion CAM SC kit + Celestron C11 Catadioptric
Curtesy of Mr. Tófol Tobal from the Garraf Astronomical Observatory, OAG:
Astrometry & Spectroscopy: SBIG ST7 double sensor camera
Spectrometry: Star Analyzer + ZWO
Viewing: 40mm Eyepiece

Designed for serious observers, the system provides the
ability to view the same sky object with different eyepiece
magnifications, ideal for quickly adjust to current seeing.
Selecting the wide field optic, it also works as a finder for
relocating lost objects. Just with a simple Click!

The Rotarion Photo accessory is an electromechanical camera tripod recommended for SCT telescopes offers an
automatic shutter compatible with imaging devices with a T-ring, so the user can change telescope magnifications
without touching the imaging equipment mounted on the Rotarion photo accessory. Use a versatile camera with or
without filter wheel, add a focal reducer, the included prime focus adapter kit set, plus two Barlows/Powermates and
the Rotarion plus the Rotarion Photo accessory makes SCT telescopes compatible for planetary and DSO imaging
without taking apart the telescope!
The available advanced Rotarion Autofocus system accessory automatically adapts the focus to the selected optics
and imaging instruments, making them parfocal and can even memorize the user’s fine tuning
Combine the Rotarion with the all new Rotarion Cam SC accessory for any combination of optics and imaging
instruments. Now the versatile telescope in a single tube is finally available, either for refractors or reflectors.
The Rotarion CAM SC includes the new Rotarion
Remote Control Pro software which provides the ability
to fine tune the backlash in any turning direction when
rotating combinations of heavy and light weight cameras
or any other science devices. The micrometric
adjustment of the backlash always guarantees telescope
optical axis even with unbalanced camera setups.
Inside the Rotarion CAM SC accessory box there is a
complete collection of adapters and tools:TeleVue IS
imaging system, 2” SCT system (2inch 24TPI), metric
M48 system, and T2 (M42) system, to make it compatible
with any telescope thread, plus 2 rotator adapters (M48)
to align imaging sensors when using a 2-camera setup.

“…The first portable
telescope for visual,
planetary and DSO
imaging all in a single
set-up.
Big Congrats to
AstronSCIENTIFIC !”
Al Nagler,
Tele Vue Optics, 2019
Rotarion + Rotarion CAM SC kit + Rotarion AutoFocus + Tele Vue–85 Refractor
DSO: Tele Vue reducer 0.8x - Guiding ZWO+off-axis – Camera ZWO+filter wheel
Planetary: Tele Vue PowerMate 5x – Camera Atik color
Viewing: Tele Vue diagonal 1,25” – TeleVue 40mm Plössl

